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1. If @chucktodd actually got a college degree he might
know how to look up words he doesn't understand.
Especially before he mansplains to a member of
Congress. I got my bachelors degree late in life. I'm
betting Chuck could do it. It might straighten him out.
@AOC

2. Definition of concentration camp 

: a place where large numbers of people (such as prisoners of war, political prisoners,

refugees, or the members of an ethnic or religious minority) are detained or confined

under armed guard . . .  

Definition of CONCENTRATION CAMP
Concentration camp definition is - a place where large numbers of people (such as
prisoners of war, political prisoners, refugees, or the members of an ethnic or
religious minority) are detained or c…

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/concentration%20camp?src=search-dict-…

3. @MSNBC needs to fire the Trump suck-up @chucktodd on Monday.  

I'd give his slots to @HallieJackson. She does a good interview and works without a

script because she has a grasp of the subject. That's what college can do for Todd.

4. And for any firms doing analytics. I don't watch any @realDonaldTrump interview

so when you air one you can be sure none of your sponsors' ads will reach me. I have

a five second rule. Five seconds of Trump and I change the station. @11thHour is

always pushing the envelope.

5. If 10 million people take the "No Trump" pledge we can flush this GRU created

monster out of our collective consciousness. It'll be like the nation waking from a bad

dream. But we have to get him off our TV. It's a matter of life and death for little

children being murdered
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6. in Trump's Concentration Camps.  

Some of @Trump's co-conspirators: @SenateGOP @HouseGOP @SenMcSallyAZ

@SenJoniErnst @CoryGardner @SenSusanCollins @SenThomTillis

@LindseyGrahamSC  

 

They should see nothing but the images of their child victims from now until they

leave Congress.

7. So I think we all agree they the @GOP camps are not Nazi concentration camps.

But because Trump and his supporters are #fascists it's accurate to refer to them as

"fascist concentration camps." That would be what I'd answer on a political science

exam if asked to define them.
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